Biggs, Jim (MDOR)<jim.biggs@state.mn.us>
08/02/2011 10:27 AM
Subject: eCRV2 Update:
it's not the B52's but...
It’s B11!

Build 11 that is…

We’ve published another round of eCRV2 builds in the sandboxes this morning to
address a few show‐stopper issues identified by Dakota County, that
would prevent them from going to Production this summer. The even better news is
that there was no data conversion necessary this time, so everyone’s
‘test’ data was preserved. I know that’s important to counties like Olmstead,
who are working diligently to define their workflows and learn the
system, as well as the other counties and cities who are testing.
Speaking of ‘summer releases’, here’s the current plan:
Barring any unforeseen problems, we will be shutting down eCRV1 on August 15th,
and moving Dakota County to eCRV2 Production. This move will actually
affect ALL submitters, since the current eCRV Submit process will disappear and
be replaced by a new one. All eRecording Counties will be affected as
well, with eRecording now being done in eCRV2. In addition, a new ‘Public
Search’ will become available, with eCRVs submitted electronically and
‘county accepted’, in lieu of the paper forms formerly put on display at the
counties.
If the move is successful, we’re going to let Dakota run the new system for a few
weeks, working back and forth with the Submitters and their State
Rep (all electronically). At that time (probably the week of September 6th), we
will begin adding a few additional counties/cities to Production
eCRV2, and tuning the servers in anticipation of adding even more counties to the
new process. Summer ends September 23rd – we’re really committed to
having a successful ‘summer release’ of eCRV2.
Then as we move into the fall season, we’ll be working towards our stated goal of
having eCRV2 available statewide for sales in ALL counties on
December 1st, 2011.
Please let us know if you have any questions, comments, or feedback on current
testing.

P.S. The following are some of the revisions contained in Build 11 this morning.
Some of them are a little ‘programmer’ speak but hey, we’re
programmers! J
+++ Modified class style for the usage values to handle long text that wraps or
goes beyond border.
+++ Fixed: When trying to use the X to delete a Property Class, it does not
permit deletion.
+++ Modified class style for long texts that wrap or goes beyond border.
+++ Modified county help screen to emphasize important information.
+++ Replaced Validator class with interface to be consistent with controller.

+++ Refactored tests from Groovy to Java. Also used Mockito for stubbing
services.
+++ Added BeanUtils jar for test cases.
+++ Added delegateController.
+++ Update Submit application Help page.
+++ Update Submit application Help page images.
+++ Removed BaseTest.
+++ Created new Search service and deprecated old search service.
+++ Fixed assert statements to use jUnit asserts.
+++ Update Submit Help page Property, Sales Agreement & Supplementary images.
+++ Fixed: Conversion of State Study Indicator
+++ Added County Accept date to the top of the PDFs
+++ Fixed General Failure error when adding personal property items to a eCRV
under Sales Agreement
+++ Fixed General Failure error when adding Financing Data to the Sales Agreement
+++ General Speed improvements.
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